Cookie policy
Cookies are small strings of text exchanged between a server and a web client. They are used for automatic
authentication, session tracking and storage of specific information about users accessing the server. This site uses the
following type of cookies:

Technical Cookies (do not require consent under current regulations)
This site uses Technical Cookies to save the User’s session and to perform some activities strictly necessary for its
functioning, for example in relation to load balancing. It may also use Cookies to save your navigation preferences and
optimise your browsing experience. These cookies may include language and currency settings, or cookies for the
management of aggregate and anonymous statistics by the site owner. Technical Cookies also covers “Web Analytics”,
which are used to collect aggregate and anonymous statistics on site use by visitors.
Some operations cannot be completed without the use of cookies, which in some cases are therefore technically
necessary. For example, accessing services protected by authentication would be much more complex and less secure
without the use of cookies to enable user identification and to save their identification during the session.
In other words, the cookies relate to activities that are strictly necessary for the functioning and personalisation of the
website.

Managing cookies from browser settings
This website works best if cookies are enabled. Using your browser settings you can, however, disable the use of
cookies on your computer. If you completely disable cookies, you may disable some functionalities of the site or prevent
it from functioning correctly overall. Even with all cookies disabled, your computer will continue to store a small quantity
of information, which is necessary for the basic functioning of the site.
For information on how to change your cookie settings, refer to the website of your browser provider.

Data processing procedures
Cookies are stored on the device used by the visitor to the website and are processed using automated mechanisms for
the time strictly necessary to achieve the objectives described. They are not communicated to third parties. Specific
security measures are in place to prevent data loss, illegal or improper use, and unauthorised access.

Data Controller
The data is processed in accordance with Legislative Decree 196/2003. Pursuant to article 13, the data controller is
Intesa Sanpaolo S.p.A., with registered office in Piazza San Carlo 156 – Turin 10121, Italy. Pursuant to article 7, the data
controller may be asked to confirm the type of data processed, how and why it is processed, the method used, and for it
to be used solely within the controller's systems.
Requests should be sent to privacy@intesasanpaolo.com or Intesa Sanpaolo S.p.A. – Tutela Aziendale – Privacy,
Piazza San Carlo 156, 10121, Torino, Italy.

